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NEWEDITORNAMED
With this issue the Board of T'rusrees of Mission,
[nc., znnounces the selection of Dr. Ron Durham
as the new Editor-in-Chief of A4ission .lournal. Dr.
Durharn will begin his editorship with nexr
month's issue of the journal.
Mission began publication in July, 1967,under a
Iloard of llditors chaired by Roy Bowen Ward. In
1968, Ward was narnecl Editor-in-Chief and served
in that capacity until Decemlser, L972. At that
tilne Victor [,. I-lunter was selecred as the first full
time Ì¡lditor-in-Chie l. Hunter re signed as editor
efl'ectivc with this issue in order to become preaching minister for the l.iberty Srreet Church of Christ
in 'l'renton, New Jersey, and a teaching minister at
Princcton 'l'heological Seminary. Both Ward and
I'Iunter continue their support of Mission and work
with the Ìloard of 'I'ruste es.
Ron l)urham, the new eclitor, was born in Perryton, 'lexas. [{e graduated summa cu.m laude from
Ii¿rstern Flew Mexico University witir majors in art

ancl education and rninors in journalism and
Fìnglish. He re ce ive d the Bachelor of Sacred
'l'heology frorn Abilene Christian College and was
awardeci the Ph.D. from Rice University in Religious Studies.
Durham forrnerly was an editor of the Sweet
Publishing Company, religion editor of Tbe HousJULY,1975

ton Post, and minister of Houston's Bering Drive
Church of Christ. He also has served as a missionary in Australia.

The new editor of Mission is married ro the
former F-aye Knox. They are rhe parents of five
children-Don, Dave, Doug, Dennis and Delayna.
He is an elder in the Church of Christ in Austin,
Texas, where he worships.

Dr. Durham has published religious news, features, essays and poetry ín Tbe Houston Post,
Restoration Quarterly, Firm Foundation and Mission. He is the author of three titles in the Faitb
Aliae Growtb Group series published by Sweet:
"The Belonging Place-the Church in the Letter to
Ephesus," "Growing in Groups-How the Church
Can Rediscover Fellowship," and "Welcome to My
World-An Invitation to the Bible's Point of
View."
With the change of editors will come new insights, different emphases, and other styles. But
Mission will continue the rigorous thrust of openness, creativity and integrity which were the marks
of the journal under the editorships of Ward and
Hunter, in order that it might continue to "explore
thoroughly the scriptures and their meaning, to
understand as fully as possible the world in which
the church lives and has her mission and to provide
371
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for communicating the meaning of God's
word to our contemporary world."
Dr. Durham's sensitivity to people and his commitment to the growth of a loving and understanding community which should do its theological
a vehicle

work togetber is reÍIected in his most recent article

in Mission, "Restoration and the Cultural Risk"
(April, 1.974, p. 296),
"The recognition that the meaning of the gospel
is relative to people and their situation has
prompted two extremes of reaction in our day.
Some despair at the possibility of truth and
become immobilized by the mistaken notion that
relativity means futility. Others adopt a knee-jerk
stance and enshrine their current understandings as
the eternal truth-having seen the abyss, they avoid
it at the price of honesty and humility.
"I argue that the modern heirs of restorationism
ought to be in a position to avoid either of these
extremes. But I fear that the posturing of both
liberals ancl conservatives who think they have
sliced New Testameut theology neatly from New
Testament culture is obscuring that possibility. . . .
"I conclude, therefore, that the cliche that
'liberals and conservatives need each other'
applies among restoration heirs. The left has not
yet learned to walk without the support of those

N4H,ÐTTATTTT{
Ascend to God?l Why, know ye rrot that he
Knows not up and down, nor east and west,
Nor time enslaves him in its bonds, but free
He is of that. They who know him best
Search not tlre heavens, nor in Nature find,
Nor hear melodies that skirt the wind
Proclaiming forth his presence to mankind;
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who know better the cost of giving up the pattern
authority of the scriptures. The right has not yet
learned how to meet modern issues without the
goad supplied by those more sensitive toward
forms that tend to fossilize men instead of setting
them free as the gospel was designed to do.
"Almost all of us, right and left, still believe that
gospel-the message that God was uniquely in the
crucified and resurrected Christ*and in the
formative, normative power of that evangel. It is
that message which proves greater than cultural
gaps, so powerful that it compels conformity not
as a \ega| requirement but as a pathway to
freedom.

"We disagree widely on a theological method of
applying the implications of that message. This is
admitteclly a crucial issue, and calls for our most
rigorous study and thought. It is also an issue that
has never been perfectly solved. We cannot afford
to wait for its solution to love each other as
brothers, to act in concert in Christian ministry,
and to tell of the freedom in our plea to be
Christians only. We cannot wait until we know
precisely how to separate New 'l'estament faith
from New Testament culture. All will make some
missteps along that path; that is the cultural risk.
Yet, it is a risk that all of us can afford to take-if
we can take it together."

R.ather, inward turn and inward send
Their searching thoughts, and there approach his throne:
ln earthly flesh he builds his heavenly home.
Oh yes! The heavens are his, and Nature, too;
Angelic hosts sing hymns upon the winds
Which you may hear if Gód's home is in you.
The presence of the Lord is outward sent;
For all creation sings the heavenly hymn
lf God's thróne is set up deep withirl.

*Dale

W. Simpson

JULY. 1975

In March of 1972 I wrote: "Since the mission of

the church is always toward the future, it is not
one of restoration (of a golden past) nor reformation (of existing ways of living), but of liberation,
transformation and inauguration-making all things
nerv." When I wrote those words I had no idea that
I was soon to be called to edit the journal which
published them. But the call did come by September of that year and by December I was writing my
inaugural essay to the readers of. Mission, hoping
in the next few years to fill out the meaning of
those words and to speak clearly of their implications.

I wrote of Mission as being a vehicle of hope for
what I perceived to be a group of people frustrated
with a theological system that was growing increasingly narrower, and which itself was losing touch
with both the gospel-in its liberating and humanizing power-and with the personal human struggles
with life and death, faith and doubt, hope and
despair. I personally had experienced the pain of
being part of a movement that had become so institutionalized that there was no room for human
issues, feelings and concerns and which had sold its
birthright for the mess of pottage of sectarian strife
and party spirit.
The idols we had erected, including the idol of a
theological method, had captured the faith of
JULY, 1975

many and destroyed the faith of many others. In
the midst of spiritual bondage and sectarian exile,
the time had come to speak words of liberation,
transformation and inauguration.
With that in mind I called attention to the dual
interrogative foci of. our journalistic odyssey together-What? and So What?-and have used those
questions not only as the title of my editorial
comments, but as the means of keeping us focused
on theory as well as practice. Under the category
of What? I tried to point with honesty and integrity both to what was going on in our lives and
the life of the church and to what the indicative
and imperative st¿tements of the gospel really were.
Here I was interested not in church propaganda,
self-aggrandizing illusions, institutional public relations, or party line orthodoxy. I was interested in
the church and individual Christians simply being
honest with themselves and their scriptures. I was
and am convinced that the hope of which I spokebiblical hope-had to be built on honesty. Only
illusions are built on fantasy. I was and am convinced that a real God cannot live in an unreal
world nor is an unreal God adequate for the real
world.
Under the category of So What? I have tried to
press for the practical implications of the results of
the answers to the What? question-So what differ-
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ence does it make? So what are we called to do?
So what are we called to be? It was in relation to
the practical implications under the So What? category that drew the loudest and most persistent

responsés-both pro and con-to my editorship. I
believe this is indicative of our preference for
Christianity to be a mind game rather than a
people-oriented, life-centered call to faithful discipleship. Party line orthodoxy has become more
important than Christ-centered orthopraxis.
Realizing that none of us gives up our idols
easily, and recognizing that the domesticated soul
is happier with the familiarity and flesh pots of
captivity than the strenuous journey of the exodus
to freedom, I concluded my inaugural essay that
December of 1972 with these words: "In our spiritual odyssey there will be times when we âre called
to take careful and painful steps along the aia
dolorosa as we are honest about ourselves, our
faith, and our world. At other times we may walk
the Emmaus road, that way of discovery and burning excitement. But in it all, both its pains and its
joys, I will be dedicated to open exploration on
any subject for I believe there is none that falls
outside the aggressive love of God and the revelation of himself to us in Jesus Christ."
I have experienced both the via dolorosø and the
Emmaus road since that December of L972. I tust
that has been true of you also. I have learned a
great deal from the readers of Mission. For that I
am grateful.
It is only fitting now, that as "What and So
What" is laid to rest, I share with you in this final
essay as editor of Mission my perception of the
alternatives that are before the Churches of Christ.

he first alternative rn
this time of turmoil and re-examination is to draw
clear lines of demarkation from all other Christian
groups and to identify those within our "circle of
understanding" as the one true people of God on
earth today. This conception of our future would
maintain that we are the only Christians and that
everyone else is non-Christian, nearly-Christian, or
sub-Christian. It is to equate that group of people
known as the Church of Christ with the church
revealed in the New Testament and to exclude all
others. Such a view is primarily ahistorical, denying
any validity to the historical development of the
church. The church is viewed as having been apostate since the second century and has not appeared
in its purity until the beginning of this particular
sect. Salvation is made to be dependent on knowl6
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edge free from error. Faith is, therefore, made
equal to knowledge, and a common and single
understanding and âcceptance of that knowledge is
the basis of fellowship. There is no serious attempt
to wrestle with either first or twentieth century
culture. Evangelism is viewed as "evacuating" souls
from a bad world and bad religion. This alternative
is not so much aroad to be walked as a position to
be held. It would force us into being simply
another fundamentalist sect, allowing the twentieth century to pass us by. Our status would be
maintained by negation and our witness would be
extremely limited, primarily to others with a sectarian mentality.
A second alternative before us, especially as
mâny of our people have become more educated
and have moved up on the social scale of affluence,
is, in fact, to become a respectable denomination.
A number of studies in the sociology of religion
indicate that this is inevitable in the evolutionary
development of religious groups. The development
goes something like this: from cult to sect, from
sect to institutionalized sect, and from institutionalized sect to denomination. Robert O. Fife, in a
position paper on Christian unity written some
nine years ago defined a denomination as a community within the church having doctrinal, political, or social characteristics which, although peculiar, are invested with the essence of the church.
I believe that he correctly perceived that a denomination, in assuming to itself in its institutional or
doctrinal particularity the essence of the church,
divides the church into particular churches. Thus
any witness to the unity of the church is compromised by the denomination's very existence. If we
as a people desire to bear witness to the unity of
the church, we are ill-advised to opt too easily for
the denominational motif for our future. Even
more to the point, it is doubtful to me that becoming a respectable, middle or upper-middle class,
white, suburban denomination has very much to
do with modern Christian discipleship and Christ's
radical call to be his followers. Again, this alternative is not so much a road to be walked as it is to
allow ourselves to be passively carried along by the
blowing winds of the time.

he third alternative, the
road too often not taken, but one for which I am
hopeful, is to again perceive of ourselves as a movement within the universal church for the sake of
the church in order that the church might "grow
up into Christ" (Ephesians 4:15), "attain to the
unity of the faith" (Ephesians 4:L3), and really
JULY,1975

begin to be involved in the true mission of Christ
to the world. The goal of such a movement would
not be to create a super denomination with all the
apparatus to maintain such a structure. It would be
aimed at the grass roots level and the emphasis

will be dedicated to its Lord alone, without institutional allegiance which perpetuates the civil war

would be placed on people sharing â common concern rather than on programs sharing a common
structure. It would recognize that only when the
church offers its life upon the cross of the world
can it truly be Christ's body. The purpose would
be to offer its life rather than save its life for it
would be based upon the biblical paradigm of
death and resurrection. Resurrection comes not
after preservation, but death. God's people are recognized not by the institution they build and maintain, but by the lives they touch and the services
they render.
Those in such a movement are first Christians,
individually related to Christ and therefore members of Christ's church. They acknowledge all
others who have committed themselves to Christ
("no one can say 'Jesus is Lord' except by the
Holy Spirit," l Corinthians L2:3), and recognize
that all who have made such a commitment are
accepted because of the perfection of the one to
whom they committed themselves, not because of
the perfection of their commitment. As they see
the inadequacies and the problem areas within the
church, which keep the church from most ably fulfilling its function, they move to meet those needs.
A movement is thus a function of the body which
serves the body in order that the body might serve
the world. A movement accomplishes its purposes
by proclamation, demonstration and dialogue.
What are the implications of such a possibility?
We can avoid first the pride, presumption and
schismatic tendencies of the sectarian alternative.
It will remove the ahistorical blinders which for all
practical purposes forced the sectarian to deny the
existence of any really "true" Christians between
the second century and the nineteenth century. We
can acknowledge and affirm our own historical
antecedents, and the movement which eventually
gave up its birthright for the mess of pottage of
institutional sectarianism will once again have
meaning in fact rather than in fantasy: Christians
only, but not the only Christians.
To walk this road will also enable us to avoid the
"denominational" alternative at an important time
when denominational labels are becoming less important and when there is ferment and movements
among such groups. This includes a tremendously
broad spectrum-from Evangelicals to Roman
Catholics. As a movement we can attempt to remain free from structures which in themselves tend
to compromise the unitive dimension of the gospel.
We can stay open to that emerging church, which

share
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among God's people.

By

again becoming a movement we

to acknowledge that

will be free

common ground which we

with all other Christian peoples, and from
that acreage of commonality have a basis to truly
discuss differences with equally honest and committed people. The only honest rationale for such
dialogue is that there is truth to be found among
all Christian traditions while at the same time recognizing that all are wrong to some extent. But the
good news of the gospel is that we are saved
through the righteousness of God, rather than
through our own moral perfection or intellectual
ability to be errorless in our perception of an infinite God and his will.
As a movement we must remâin free from
canonizing our own conceptions or actions. Our
efforts will be directed to where we are going in
our service to the body of Christ rather than to
institutionalizing where we have been. If we consciously or inadvertently institutionalize the movement we negate its existence and become either
sectarian or denominational. Then our energy is
expended in self-perpetuation rather than selfgiving. The biblical theology of death and resurrection is discarded for the worldly theology of preservation and maintenance.
As we walk down this road we must be open to
God's movement âmong all peoples. There will be
other movements which will interface with our
movement in helping the church to be faithful to
its Lord. At the sâme time we are free to be simply
Christians, serving on frontiers of faith in a secular
world and frontiers of unity in the religious world.
Though I have described three roads which lie
open before us at this time, Robert Frost's words
of reflection on two diverging roads are worth contemplation âs we move to the future:
I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence,
Two roads diverged in a wood, and II took tbe one less trøoeled by,,
And tbat bas made all tbe difference.
I must now say good-bye as your editor. I also
joyfully commend to you your new editor. He is a
sensitive, intelligent and committed Christian who
has the graceful ability to lead us on in our search
for truth, meaning and beauty.
Some have said that Missioz has been a disturbing journal under my editorship. So I leave you
with this final reflection. For that I am grateful. I
would hate to think I lived my life without disturbing anyone. May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ,
the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy
Spirit be with you all. Amen.
,ñl\
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cal theory in bodyJife. The cross is our reminder
that religion âpart from people is dead, being

alone: the life is in the blood. We must speak of
the great events which called the body into being.
And this verbal adornment must be of the kind of
simple grace which bespeaks our love for the body.

FROM WORDS TO

A

PLACE

With many other religious journals, Mission as I
perceive it stands at a crucial juncture. Born of the
need for "open" journalism, it has gradually
become a place for dissent. Contrary to its detrac-

FOR.IIIDBODY:
AaIOIIRNAL'S
ÄGENIDÄ
Bf

RON IX..IRHAITI

We seem to feel naked without language. Take
away our common speech, as when we are thrown
into the company of one whose language is foreign
to us, and we sit in embarrassed silence. We have
been stripped both of our opportunity to communicate adequately, and of the verbal defenses
which we customarily use to cover the shame of
our inadequacies. For the Christian, speech functions as a temporary covering until the body God is
preparing is completed, "so that," as Paul put it,
"by putting it on we may not be found naked."
Newly charged with the editorial guidance of
Mission, I feel keenly the challenge of the body's
need for clothing of a Wordful sort. The Wordbecome-flesh is our pattern for enfleshing theologi-

I
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tors, that is not an unworthy place to stand, among
people who claim to be a moaernent. The s¿ct can
content itself with mere house organs, repeating
the cliches of the past. The moaement must, in
part, forge its positions on the move, questioning
its past while forming its future. Hence, we stand
in debt to Mission aurhors and editors who have
questioned and challenged and even disturbed the
body.
Without abandoning that role, Mission must also
now ask whether it, too, can form an agenda on
the move. It must address the delicate task of
moving beyond dissent to body-building. A part of
this task of movement is forced upon us by the
recognition that the dissenting elemenrs themselves
are on the move. Many look for a journal with ¿n
exuberant, evangelical tone as antidote to the dry
rationality among us. Others in tension with the
mainstream of the body ask for garments fashioned
of more responsible theology-a rationalistic task.
Still others want the magazine to serve our
continual need for the uncomfortable prickles of
the prophet. And some, wearied of the slow pace
of renewal, have succumbed to fatigue and apathy.
It is tempting to join one or anorher of these
elements, or to attempt to reconcile them. My own
editorial stance will be that it is unrealistic to
expect that any journal can be tailored into the
kind of giant jumpsuit which would be required to
house all these elemenrs. The place for reconciliation and renewal is the body, not the printed word
alone. It is in the church that ideas are blended
with events, the soul of a movement finds flesh,
and theories about how Christ can be formed in
the world find a body.
Christian journalism is therefore more than
"telling it like it is" (although it includes that). It is
more than mere "openness" (for it knows the
vacuum of being cleansed of a demon, but left
open for seven more deadly than the first).
Christian journalism is the task of adorning, verbally and visually, the body, where men and women
meet God through Jesus Christ.
JULY, 1975

In finding its place, Mission must face the
"scandal of particularity." It must speak its words
at the place and time occupied by specific communities of faith. The garments it weaves must fit
someone, somewbere.

This, I take it, is the toughest assignment of
contemporary journalism. For one thing, all leadership should have in mind where people should be,
not simply where they are-hence the "fitting"
may sometimes be uncomfortable. Further, many
people simply do not read, or listen. Many who do
read and listen have learned to distrust communications media almost as much as the public
criminals they have exposed. Again, a fragmented
readership poses a problem, as well as offering the
dynamics of creativity. Among Churches of Christ,
who have long warned against the "church of your
choice" mentality, one can now seek out the
Church of Christ of his choice. No doubt there is
some health in this state of body{ife. But now and
then we instinctively long for the ordering power
of a unified vision more than the fractured beauty
of the kaleidoscope.
Nobel prize winner, Heinrich Böll, despairing
over the Nazi era and the destruction it brought to
his homeland, still confesses with candor: "In any
case, I am a German. I see now that my roots are,
for better or worse, sunk deep in the German
language and tradition. To me, the recognition of
this immutable fact is at once sobering and
strengthening; it means that whatever becomes of
ñ€, I can never agaín be culturally bodenlos
(roughly,'without ground')." (Søturday Retsiew,
May 3, 197 5 .)
I find my own roots in the Restoration Movement both "sobering and strengthening." It is not
hard to quarrel with its foibles as a "place." It is
much more difficult to point out irs strengrhs to its
cultured despisers. But is is my conviction that the
strengths of the Restorarion time and place (always, we remember, on tbe mooe) can keep us, as
Böll, from becoming "groundless."
Surely, the rampant paganism which would wash
away all roots makes it clear that this groundlessness is our major foe-not Restoration errors
either to the right or the left. Such symbols as
"Christians only" have the power to root us; they
should not be dismissed as clothes that are out of
style. They cân be an answer ro poer John
Masefield's timeless question:
Is there something steady
beneath the wreckage of our times?
Such slogans are, of course, not tl¡e foundation.
"For no other foundation can any one lay than
that which is laid, which is Jesus Chrisr." But the
Restoration mystique can be a foundøtion. lt
should be refurbished as necessary, and then
JULY, 1975

respected as the ground where we stand, the place
where our roots are nourished.

FROM PLACE TO PEOPLE
The body seeking apparel is that amalgam of flesh
and spirit, culture and theology, called cburcb.
Messy, factional, frustrating; holy, catholic, glorious. I have been tempted, with many others, to
give up on it. But because church is not ideology
alone, but people, I sense a body there without
which Christianity is dissipated into thin theory. I
have been tempted to lump church into the basket
disdained as "institutional." But because this leaves
people powerless before the world's own power
structures, I sense the need for peoplehood. If that
is institutional, let us pray that God will infuse the
institution (read people) with a spirit that redeems
the sins of institutionalism.
Let us have in Mission, for example, stories of
the institution called church ministering to people.
Let us hear of those moments when it humanizes
people and honors their created dignity in ways
that transcend the dehumanizing capacity of
Satan's institutions. Let us speak of church as
people who can train their children to be Christians
in a post-Christian world. Let us honor the
proclamation of the good news of the kingdom,
God's own institution, to an age which knows far
too little news that can be called truly "good."
These needs will not be met by simply celebrating our. freedom in Christ, however repressive and
oppressive our various pasts may be. They will not
be met by the anti-institutional cries of the 'ó0s. If
"institution" is defined as God's people stønding
together, burning down the institution will not do.
That only adds to "the wreckage of our times."
And if the infusion of the Spirit is what can sâve
the church from degenerating into mere institution, the agenda of this journal as I see it must
consist mainly of assenting to his work. It may also
include healthy dzssent. But it must perceive that
our most insidious enemy is not the shape or
structure of the body. It is that we ourselves may
foil the spirit's work in the world through the
body. Dissent therefore becomes a critique of
current fashion and style, not of the body's reason
for existence.
I simply hold that if we are ever to see our way
clear to love and serve real persons in the name of
Christ it will be while doing church. Our journalistic juices can flow however fulfillingly to the
author; if they are not enpeopled, it is a gift
misused. Our inner clamor may be stilled by the
occasional withdrawal into the wilderness; but we
will not hear the good news break into our silences
except âs we are joined with people who support
(Continued on Page 21)
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APPNOACHES
TO CHUnCH

tE¡tDERSHIP
BV FRANK DALTON
The literature on leadership seems to be expanding weekly as new books or articles appear by
sociologists, retired executives, and college professors concerning their experiences or theories about
human behavior. These can and do influence the
way church programs are carried on in the church.
Most of the statements of theory are oversimplifications of how humans interact, and yet, elements
from these many theories seem to give aicl and
comfort to the cburch leader who spends most of
his time trying to obtain results from other
Christians' endeavors. Whether you think of leadership as an art, a science, or ¿ process, this summary
should give some food for thought about the act of
getting brothers and sisters to do things.
THEORY X
Theory X is a set of assumptions about the church
member's nature on which many brethren see
churcb leadersbip strategy based. 'fhe assumptions
are as follows,
1. The average member dislikes and will avoid
Christian endeavors. That is, the average church
member is by nature indolent-he works as little as
possible. Without åctive intervention by churcb
leadership, members will be passive-even resistant

-to cburcb programs.
2. Brethren therefore have to be coerced,

con-

trolled, and intimidated in order to encourage good
works. Brethren must be persuaded, rewarded, and
punished; their Christian labor must be directed.
3. Brethren prefer to be directed and have little
FRANK DALTON is a graduate studenr in Public Administration at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque.
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in Godly matters. 'I'his direcrion--the
managing of suborclinate leaders an<j ordinary
initiative

members-becomes the task of churcb leadersbip.
Often this function is summed up by saying that
churcb leadersbip consists of getting things done
through others' efforts.
4. Brethren seek only their own personal safety
from hell. The Christian, lii<e any otirer human, is

inherently

se

lf-centered, incliffere

nt,

ancl

ne

år-

sighted.

THEORY Y

According to anotlìe r school of t.honght, tire
average Christian is not as 'lheory X ¿ssurnes.

Cburcb programs would have better participation if
cburcb leadersbip based its strategics on nnother
set of assumptions-those of 'fheory Y. Under this
theory the following is axiornatic'
1. For the Cliristian, the expenciiture of effort
at work in cburcb l)rograms is natural. Cb'¿t.rclt
leadership is responsible for organizing the elements of productive cL¡urcb prog'ra71xs--money,
materials, equipment, people-in the intcrest of
Godly ends.
2. External control and coercion are not goocl
ffreans for encouraging g<lod worl<s. Ilrethren are
not by nâture passive or resistant to church
programs. 'fhey have become so as a result of
experience under'fheory X cbnrcb leadersbilt.
3. Christians will exercise self-control ar-rcl selfdirection if they are recognized and feel successful.
T'he essential task of Christian le¿rclcrshi¡r is to
arrange congregationai conditions ¿rncl mcthoc'ls of
operation so that brethren can achieve their own
goals irest by clirecting thcir own ell:<¡rts towârcl
JULY,1975

Christian objectives. Christians will exercise imagination and ingenuity when managed by self-direction and self-control.
4. The average Christi¿n will seek responsibility
if there are no "troubles" at church. The motivation, the potenrial for developmenr, the capacity
for assuming responsibility, and the readiness to
direct behavior toward congregational goals are all
present in members. Cburcb leadership does not
put them there. It is the responsibility of cburcb
leødership to make it possible for brethren to
recognize and develop these Christian characteristics for themselves. (Adapted from Douglas
McGregor, The Humøn Side of Enterpris¿. New
York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19ó0.)

THE CHURCH LEADERSHIP GRID
Another group of brethren envision cburcb leadersbip strateeies through the medium of a 9 X 9
checkerboard grid. The first number represents
degree of concern with cburch programs on a 1 to
t horizontal scale, with 1 indicating little concern
and 9 indicating much concern. The second number represents degree of concern for brethren on a
vertical scale, with 1 again indicating little concern
and 9 indicating much concern.

These brethren locate on this grid five major
churcb leadership strategies. They are:

1,9-Cburcb leadersbip which is directed toward
maximum concern for brethren and little concern
for church programs. This leader, because of his
overconcern for brethrens' feelings, does nothing
for fear someone_ might be offended.
5,S-Church leadership which attemprs to trade
off the feelings of brethren in order to have some
cburcb programs and to achieve reasonably satisfied, reasonably producing brethren.
9,1-Cburcb program-oriented cburcb leadersbip
which gives little heed to feelings of brethren in the
congregation and stresses only efficiency in cburcb
progrøms. This leadership is overconcerned with
productivity. This is authoritarian leadership.
9,9-Cburcb leadersbip which seeks maximum
cburcb programmizg through a maximum concern
for brethren. This is "the well balanced hero."
(Adapted from "Breakthrough in Organization
Development," by R. R. Blake, J. S. Mouton, L. B.
Barnes, and L. E. Greiner, Harvard Business Reoieø, November/December, 19 64, page 1 3 3.)
a

THE GOOD SHEPHERD THEORY

Yet another group of brethren-albeit a small
minoriry-hold to a final theory. These brothers
of old made the following statement:
Truly, truly, I say to you, he who does not enter by
the door into the fold of the sheep, but climbs up

say a prophet

for brethrens' feelings or for cburch programs.'lhis
is the laissez faire church leader. He is an "abdicrat"-has abdicated his position-letting people do
as they please. He does nothing for brethren or for

some other way, he is a thief and a robber. But he
who enters by the door is a shepherd of the sheep. To
him the doorkeeper opens, and the sheep hear his
voice, and he calls his own sheep by name, and leads
them out. When he puts forth all his own, he goes
before them, and the sheep follow him because they

Programs.

know his voice.

I,l-Cburcb leadersbip with minimum

JULY, 1975
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WHATARE
YOURMOTIVES?
BY CHARLOTTE RITTER

you examined your motives? . . . This
women's lib movement only shows how much
women hate themselves. . . ." These comments, as
familiar as they were becoming, surprised and
disturbed me that particular afternoon. For many
years, I had been uncomfortable trying to play
woman's traditional role in the church and finally
had shared my frustration with a man whom I
consider to be a kind and loving Christian. His
response to my unhappiness stung; he did not
understand my pain. The encounter challenged me
finally to try to resolve some of the questions that
had irritated me for nearly a decade.
Are there any positive and acceptable motives
for a wom¿n's wanting more open expression in
the twentieth century church? Can a woman who
is delighted with her womanhood detest the
stereotyped functions (especially in the church)
assigned to her?
Before pursuing a discussion of these questions,
I should like to define the audience I seek. I will
not be responding to those men and women who,
appropriately, must be questioned, "What security
does women's continued subservience provide
you?" Nor do I speak to those women, usually

H"u.

CHARLOTTE RITTER of lthaca, New York, is a graduate
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older, who should be asked gently, "Is the emergence of some women so painful because it
awakens yearnings of your own, long put to rest?"
Both groups require special understanding and
counseling which will not be attempted here. I
have sympathy with each, especially the latter.
I address the men and women who, like my
friend, genuinely do not understand the plight of
some of their sisters in the church; I seek those
whose skepticism is caused by lack of awareness,
not by callousness. By describing the dilemma of
some of our women to show what causes their
frustration, discussing a few of the problems that
make difficult their acquiescence to the church's
demands, and outlining the alternatives available to
them, I hope to allay a bit of the suspicion ¿roused
by their refusal of women's traditional role.
Who are the women who fit awkwardly or not at
all into the twentieth century church? ilearly, not
all Christian women are unhappy in their roles, nor
do all want wider expression in the church; to wish
all to respond in the same way to a given set of
circumstances is unimaginative. An intelligent
woman who may not be self-expressive or whose
skills coincide with acceptable works within the
church may have no cause for dissatisfaction for
herself. On the other hand, a dynamic woman
whose skills and talents demand expression in
JULY, 1975

"unacceptable" ways finds no opportunity at all
within the church for legitimate outpouring of her
gifts. She must bury her talent and deny her desire
to express it.r

I-"gir,. a few situations
that dramatize this person's situation. A musically
talented friend suffered through years of cloddish
attempts by our small congregation at hymns of
praise to God. Had she been a man, how thankful
we would have been for her talent. Instruction in
singing and, simply, sensitive song leading could
have increased the meaning of those worship times
for us all.2 By serving in this way, she would have
had the joy of sharing her very best talent with us
for the glory of the Lord.
We were aware enough to be punished by the
shouted, mangled verses; but she was so keenly
sensitive to beautiful music that the discord was
devastating. Her entire career proclaimed her commitment to thoughtful music-making; and yet, in
this very important activity-joined song-praise to
God-we compelled her either to dishonor that
pledge or to disavow the value of worship. We
outrageously forced her to acquiesce in our clumsy
parody while denying her an opportunity to help
us. hear the possible "glorious anthems" we could
ralse.

Now, consider a woman who has that love of
of explanation, and enthusiasm
that characterize a stimulating teacher. Suppose
that she has demonstrated ability in teaching adults
or that she enjoys especially the sharing of subtleties of thought-usually a trânsaction possible
only between mature minds. Can she find expression for her exceptional talent in the church?
Unless the classes can be contorted to allow for a
separate study for women, she must find satisfacscholarship, clarity

I

"Acceptable" and "unacceptable" will be

used

throughout my discussion to describe the ways a woman
m^y express herself in the church (specifically, the
Churches of Christ). According to our tradition, a woman
"acceptably" may teach children until the boy-children are
baptized, participate in congregational singing and in
classes, and do a variety of babysitting/housekeeping and
secretarial chores. To assume any responsibility for the
various forms of worship (singing, serving Communion,
praying, teaching) in the presence of men is "unacceptable." With some variations, this seems to be the general
order.

2To acknowledge that the value of our worship

is

derived from more than aesthetic beauty gives us no license
purposely to avoid making our offerings to God as lovely
and rich in meaning as possible.
JULY, f975

tion in teaching the "little ones."
Teaching children is a worthy task, of course;
and if it reflects a woman's interest and ability, she
heaps up praise to the Lord and is blessed by the
experience. But a woman who has, for example, a
special interest in the existence of pain in the
world and is troubled by the story of Job, might be
inclined to serve by co-ordinating a discussion of
C. S. Lewis' The Problem of Pain, the book of Job,
and Macleish's /.8. She likely finds little blessing
(indeed, almost dishonesty) in simplifying the
entire complex issue so as to be able to te ll
preschoolers " .. .and even though all these had
things happened to Job, he still loved God, and
everything turned out O.K." (Which other of our
scholars do we dare limit categorically to sharing
the result of their study and understanding at a
fifth-grade-and-under level of comprehension?)
Perhaps the most stifled of all is the woman
whose talent lies in her sensitivity and eloquence.
How often we have been softened, challenged,
made to see, made to feel by a brother's eloquent
sharing of an experience or an idea. Usually we
respond to the unaffected nature of that expression; but we are aware, as is he, that his talent has
become a beautiful gift for God. Suppose now that
the eloquence, the creativity, and the pure desire
to us€ them to minister to her "fellow" worshippers flows from a woman's mind. There simply is
no acceptable way for her to share this gift.
When testimonies are requested on what one's
faith means personally, the floor is thrown open to
any man to share his hope, his comfort. Prayerseven those erroneously defined as "group" or
"sentence" prayers where all are invited to participate-must be voiced by men. Unfortunately, not
only must this thoughtful, creative woman stifle
her expression; but too often she must endure,
also, prayers characterized by a trite reference to
the "sick and afflicted" while she groans a trânslation.
These situations show, at least, that some
women's desire to express their talents could be a
natural consequence of their having them. God has
blessed them and they share with other Christians
the desire to use their skills to glorify God. They
recognize public worship and teaching as excellent
means for that specific dedication. To squelch their
desire for expression just because they are women
is unnatural. It is this artificiality that a woman
rejects when she refuses her traditional role. She
does not hate her womanhood; she hates the alien
mold into which she must force the unique
expression of womanhood that is herself.
Yet, a woman, given the overwhelming majority
of adverse opinion in the church, must suspect her
own motives. Perhaps she is interpreting as genuine
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desire

to

express

a talent only a

submerge d

defiance. This would be a persuasive charge if there
were clear evidence that God expects a subservient,
silent role for her in the twentieth century church.
But there are compelling, logical arguments to the
contrary3 and enough inconsistency in the

church's own position to reflect its confusion.
Women should not be labeled "defiant" for trying
to understand their proper role in light of these
factors.
Even if it were desirable to recreate first century
society now, has the church attempted that?
Clearly it has not. One of the most flagrant
inconsistencies-and because it limits her directly,
the one the expressive woman must deal with-is
the ease with which the church acknowledges
social accommodation in certain passagesa to allow
women to speak in Bible classes in which there are
men and to teach children and other women, but
balks at permitting them to conduct a study in
which men participate. Does this reflect an arbitrary or a divine decision? The point is, of course,
that we are comfortable with old concepts and are
afraid of the new. Practices that at one time were
themselves the result of judgment have become

into tradition and, therefore, zre less
troubling than those about which we must make a
melded

decision now.

The human tendency reflected in our tension is
a widely accepted phenomenon; we understand it
as a persuasive basis for an essay by Tolstoys and
recognize Hamlet's allusion to it in his "to be or
not to be" soliloquy. We are even able to laugh at
our timidity when it relates to nonreligious matters, as in the old joke about the fellow who argues
that man should not be going to the moon, because
3The arguments hinge,

of

course,

on the matter of

cultural bias in the scriptures. While I accept that possibility
as necessary if God did indeed reveal himself in space and
time, I will not attempt a defense here. My purpose is to
show the general dilemma. The questioning woman is apt to
be bothered more by the inconsistencies in her church
experience than by disagreement with irs theological base.
Without agreeing with its årgument, she could respect the
sincerity of a group that tried really to recreate New
Testament Christianity with all irs social mores; she finds it

very difficult to be so tolerant of the church's conveniently
inconsistent policy that seems purposely to block her
expression.

"it ain't natural. We should stay on eârth and
watch television, like the good Lord intended."ó
The woman who is seeking to understand her role
must question why the church is so much less able
to see its foibles with regard to her.
Another irritant that pervades her experience-and one whose implications she must evaluate-is her Christian brothers' acceptance of her
inherent inferiority. The Christian woman genuinely seeking an understanding of her function in
the twentieth century church and daring to question the traditional role of subservience must deal
with the same simplistic arguments, promoted to
deny her rights, that she battles daily in the
"world." Apparently, she has mistakenly come to
expect a different spirit in Christian men from rhar
of their worldly peers who are so accustomed to
using women that they protect the status quo with
all the primitive vehemence of a child whose toy is
threatened.

A well known lecturer and preacher in the
"brotherhood" explained that women just are not
suited temperamentally for tasks in which calm,
logical reasoning is required. He illustrated with a
story about a woman with whom he worked (in
radio broadcasting, as I recall) during World War IL
Once while they were "on the air" one of the radio
tubes burned out and the woman, in her excitement, reached over to remove it without first
disconnecting the power. How laughable now it
seems (since our hero intervened in time to save
her life) that this woman could not foresee the
result of her impetuous action.
However, at least one fallacy of using such
illustrations to indicate women's inability at logical, responsible reasoning (ergo, their ineptitude in
church decisions) can be shown by another story.
A friend, a young man, thought that the proper
wåy to change a diaper was with the baby lying on
her stomach. How genuinely comical it is that he
could not foresee the shock the baby experienced
as a necessary outcome of bis plan. The young
man, however, showed enough analytical acumen
to earn a doctorate in physics.
Of course, the analogy is facetious; the argument
deserves no better.

It no longer

should be necessary

to explain to intelligent people that just because
one takes a ridiculous approach initially to a

aSee 1 Corinthians 14:34-35
and 1 Timothy 2:17-72.
To bicker over the specific meaning of each word in "proof
texts" misses the greater significance and spirit of rhe
Bible's message; but since much of its policy seems to be
based on a point by point analysis, the church must
acknowledge its failure to adhere to rhat standard.

situation that is outside her life's experience and
training, she is inherently unsuited to rational
thought. (The argument, nevertheless, continues to
be raised in a majority of my discussions with
Christian men on the subject of women's expanded
participation in the life of the church.)

Tbe Kingdom of God and Peace Essays (London: Oxford
University Press, 193ó), pp. 13Off.
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sLeo Tolstoy, "The Kingdom of Gocl is Within You,"
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6Albert Rosenfeld, "Learning to Play Nature's Game,"
(luly 13, t974), p. 51.
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can a woma' resolve the conflict between her desire to dedicate
her talents to God in public worship and teaching
and the sce mingly intransigent stance of the
churcl"l? One alternative is to mold herself to fit rhe
acceptable image and cease to care about express-

ing her own uniqueness in all aspects of her
nrinistry. Iìut "if in order to live, it is necessayy not
to liae, then what's it all for?"? If in order to use
herself to serve and worship God in the church, she
must dann precisely those marks of herself for
which, by all that is just, she should be able to
praise Goil-then what's it all for? What irony to
encouragc pallid, mechanical, "careless" service to
God from some of his most enthusiastic children.
More likely, though, a woman will continue to
c¿rre anil to chafe in the role she tries to play. Wc
recognize quickly that this alternative can have a
disastrous effect on both the individual and her
congregation. Because she cares, she will be keenly
aware of the attitude of superiority that characterizes some of her brothers and will marvel ar the
serenity with which they can contirìue to clefend
an inconsistent church policy that is causing her so
much distress. She understands thar she is caught
in an unfair situation that she is powerless to
chan¡Je.

'I'his realiz¿rtion seems guaranteed to cause bitterness, anger, ancl frustration. '['hese feelings uill

be

expre

sse

d, e ither openly or

surreptitiously.

Flaving been denied a healthy, positive outlet, the

crcativity and clynamism, pre ssurized by unfair
treatment, boil over as sharply critical or harshly
juclgme ntal attitude s, meddling, or peevishness.
Such submerged hostility often reveals itself as
r¿rther blatant domination of one's husband, who
is, after all, a wife's only legitimate voice in church
mâtters-

Obviously, these destructive expressions will be
harmful to a congregation. We further compouncl
the problem t y removing a womån's ultimate
responsibility for her actions by our insistence that
men s¡rcak for tl-re farnily and its behavior. 'fhis
policy cìncourages the woman's deterioration for to
deny a person's responsibility for her or.vn actions

It also makes poscongregation's absurd-ancl ineffectr-ral-attempt to discipline a worran through her husband. If a wolnan is factious or quzrrrelsome , she is
likely rather difficult to control. I{er husband must
either ¿rdrnit that she clominates him, too, or insist
that he "hâs control of his house" and that,
assures irresponsible behavior.

sible

à

contrary

to

¿rll

re

ason, his wife 's behavior

is

acceptalrle.8

Another possibility is to seek expression for
rbilities outside the church altogether. 'I'here is no
lack of organizations to which a person can devote
her energies; but this solution misses the point
entirely. In addition to serving her profession, a
Christian woman wants to devote he r talents
specifically to the glory of God; and the church
should provide her with that opporrunity. To be
forced to seek outlets totally outside the church
community leaves her with a rarher arid religious
cxperience : "I give my body to formal worship; I
give my mind, my spirit, my enthusiasm to the
settlement music school, or whatever." As unfulfilling as this choice musr be, I predict that more and
more women will opt for it.
'I'he last and most drastic alternative of course,
,

is to reject the institutional church altogether.
While we may conside r this course the least
acceptable of all, I think we musr assess realistically the developing situation and be prepared to
accept the consequences of our preserìt policy. As
our daughters â.re encouraged to develop their
minds and talents even more than were we, very
probably rnany will be unable to rolerare the gulf
be tween the recognition of tireir pcrsonhood in the
world ancl in the church. It seems reasonable to
expect tnany to reject not only the stifling church
strlrcture but the theology that seemingly protects
such repression as well. What a curious position for
Christianityl
'lhe frustration, the inconsistent application of
policy, the irritating arguments, and the undesirable alternatives compose a bleak perspective for
some of our sisters. But perhaps in this discussion,
as in many other matters, pain can lletter L':e f'elt
than described. In order really to "telì all the
'['ruth,"r perhaps I must ask you to consider now
with your heart as well as your reason.
An attempt to participare vicariously in the
clilemma of an "unacceptably" talentecl woman in
the twentieth century church can be made by
rlrawing a paraliel between her plight and that of
anotller of (ìod's children, as tolcl in the simple
story of 7'be Littlest Angel, by Cìharles "lazewell.
(Continued on Pøge 21)
8l'erhaps this is only just. So long as the church igrrores

the disastrous effect of its policy on some of its most
expressivc membcrs and until it restores full personhood
and responsitrility to thern, perhaps it deservcs thc burclen
t¡f such ulrwieltly, cxaspcratirrg situations.

'7

Alel<sanrlr

I.

(Nen, Yorl<' I'Iarpcr
JULY,1975

Solzhcnitsyr"r, 'I'he Gulag Art:ltipelago
lnd Ilow, 1974), p.280.

eErnily Dickinson, "'Iell All the 'l'ruth Ilut 'lell it
Slant," I;innl Ilaroest, ed. 'I'hornas H. Johnson (lloston:
Littlc, Iìrown ar.rd Co., 196I), p. 248.
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In that era designated by one of our more famous
poets âs "the elder days of art," the fertile minds
of the Greeks populated the universe with gods and
of the mists of superstition which hung like the fog of death over the
civilized world. Faith accepts the concept that God
made man in his own image, but primeval ignorance assumes that man can make gods in his own
goddesses, conjured up out

image.

As no stream can rise above the fountain which
gives it birth, not even gods can transcend their
creators, so the natural and artificial deities were
endowed with all the tragic failures and vices to
which fallen man had become heir. Thus the gods
lusted and fought, hated and destroyed with all the
fury which was projected by imagination to the
cloud-wreathed courts on the brow of Olympus.
As an introduction to my principle theme I want
to mention one of the gods who was somewhat of
an oddity. He loved men, whom it was said he
created from the dust of the ground. Prometheus,
whose name means "Forethought," was the brother
of Epimetheus, "Afterthought," who spent his life
repenting of mistakes he should have avoided. The
brothers belonged to the mythical race of Titans

and Prometheus looked with compassion on mankind doomed to live in a world of cold and
darkness. Risking the jealousy and hostility of
Zeus, he stole fire from heaven and conveyed it to
earth in a hollow reed.
In revenge, Zeus chained Prometheus to a rock
on the highest crag of Mount Caucasus. Each day a
vulture with curved beak gnawed and tore away his
liver. Each night it grew back again. Thus was
signified the impossibility of the grim symbol of
death triumphing over the life of the gods. The
suffering of Prometheus as one who brought life
and light to the world of forlorn humanity caught
the fancy of poets of all ages, and his lot became
the theme of literature from Aeschylus' great tragic
drama, Prometbeus Bound, written in 472 8.C., to
Shelley's Prometbeus Unbound, written in A.D.
1819, in which the shackled giant is made to sây:
"The crawling glaciers pierce me with the spears
Of their moon-freezing crystals, the bright chains
Eat with their burning cold into my bones.
Heaven's winged hound, polluting from thy lips
His beak in poison not his own, tears up
My heart; and shapeless sights come wandering by,
The ghostly people of the realm of dreams,

widely traveled evangelist and speaker on college and uni-

me. ."
How fortunate it is that we may know the true
and living God and not be condemned to wander
through the mental aisles of fable and fantasy. We

versity campuses.

serve one who, as the Eternal Word, actually spoke

Mocking
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man into being from the dust of the ground, and
who, when he saw man dwelling in a realm of
darkness and despair, left the glory world ro share
his lot of suffering. He brought light, for it was
said, "In him was life, and the life was rhe light of
men, and the light shines in the darkness and the
d¿rkness is powerless to overcome it." He brought
fire, for he said, "I have come to fling fire upon ihe
earth, and how I wish that it were already

kindled."
I am concerned that he also is chained! But his
links were not forged by a jealous God. Rather, he
is chained by those to whom he has brought life,
those who profess to be his friends. Not upon some
lonely mountain height, but in the midlt of the
teeming world which he seeks to save, we have
fettered him with chains of our own contriving,
and he is inhibited and resrrained because of our
own tragic littleness, bigotry and intolerance.

e have chained him
with our traditions. Confusing cultural contingencies with the divine will revealed through the ñoly
âpostles and prophets we have sought to perpetuate the human judgment of our fathers, and to
"attempt the Future's portals with the Past's
blood-rusted key," to borrow a phrase from James
Russell Lowell. We have measured God's will by
the way we have done, rather than testing what we
have done by way of God's will. It has not been so
much a matter of what is the divine purpose, as
what has been our prescribed policy.
Skeletal hands reaching out from the sepulcher
have throttled every new approach, and con-

demned us

to

treading the tortuous trails of

yesterday even when they have led us away from
the crying needs of todayl We have mistaken
wallowing in the old ruts with walking in the old
paths. Candor forces us ro admit that while we
have often failed to resrore the spirit of the
primitive saints, we have been remarkably successful in recapturing the spirit of the primitive

Our position makes us look askance at our
young people who urge us not to ger so upright
about sharing with God and to "hang loose and let
Jesus put it altogether." We drive from us those
who would pry open the windows looking in the
direction of glory and let the fresh winds of heaven
waft away the musty odor of our monastic
staleness.

I trust it will not startle you to tell you that we
have lost Jesus in the Bible and lost the Bible in the
church. We must now rescue Jesus from the Bible
or become like the scribes and Pharisees to whom
Jesus said, "You search the scriptures because you

think that in them you have erernal life, but their
purpose is to testiff of me. And you will not come
unto me that you might have life."
Life does not come from searching the scriptures. The scriptures do not produce life eternal.
The scriptures are a gift from God just as life is a
gift from God. We have confused the love letters
with the Lover; the Captain of our salvation with
his orders; the fodder with the Shepherd; and the
prescription with the Physician. We have eclipsed
the Son of God with the wisdom of the sons of
men. And by worshipping the scriptures we ofren
end up with a head full of quotations and a heart
empty of Jesus. Of what use is a road map if we are
not going home to him? The prodigal ðould have
been preoccupied with a road map and remained in
the pig pen!
We must recover the Bible from the church. The
people of God have carried the word of God
captive. Once more the book of God has been lost
in the temple of God. It has been buried beneath a
pile of partisan practices, cultural customs, institutional inventions, doctrinal deductions and sectarian sham. Traditions are like parasite plants which
grow up and entwine themselves around the trunk
of truth, and appear, at first, to support it rather
than the opposite. Left alone they sap the strength
and multiply their foliage until life is stifled and
the tree deadened by what once appeared to be
innocent and harmless development.

Pharisees.

It is true that while deploring a liturgical
approach to God, we have developed a ritual, and
any departure from it is regarded as a betrayal of
the word of God. Our songs are often stereotyped,
our prayers patterned and our praise programmed.
If the Holy Spirit wanred to infiltrate our worship,
and there is no clear sign that he does, he would
have to apply for the privilege and might be
assigned a five-minute spor right after the offering
on the first Sunday of next month.
JULY,1975

e have chained him
prejudices. Prejudice is the progeny
begotten by ignorance and conceived by pride. It
confronted Jesus upon every turn. It m'otivated
James and John to suggest calling down fire from
heaven to consume a Samaritan village in a
holocaust of vengeance. It flung a cringing woman,
whose immoral liaison was interrupted, down at his
feet to see if he would sentence her to death
beneath a barcage of stones. Its blinded frenzy
with our
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drove nails into his hands and feet and a pang of
passion into his pulsating heart.
The kingdom of heaven has been victimized by

prejudice almost from its inception. Prejudice
provoked the murmuring of the Hellenists against
the Hebrews in the community of saints in
Jerusalem. It joined hands with legalism in a vain
attempt to enforce circumcision upon the Gentiles
at Antioch. It turned worshippers at the temple
into a riotous mob seeking to rend the limbs of
Paul from his body because they saw a foreigner
with him on a street in Jerusalem.
Prejudice is like the nine-headed Hydra of Argos
which Hercules undertook to slay only to learn
that each time he cut off a head two more grew in
its place. After all the centuries which have passed
we must still contend with racial, cultural, social,
political, ethnic and religious prejudice, and the
"holier-than-thou" attitude, which injects poison
into the very body of Christ and renders it
incapable of that universal love which prompted
God to send his son into the world.
Prejudice is the clabbering of the milk of human
kindness. It is a cataract growth of slimy false pride
over the eye of the inner man. It makes L
caricature of the cross of Christ and converts the
church from a company of the compassionate into
a hold of hostility and even hatred. No one who
walks in the steps of our Lord can do so while
supported by a mental crutch of racial, sexual or
social superiority, for "in Christ Jesus there is
neither Jew nor Greek, neither male nor female,
neither bond nor free, but we are all one in Christ
Jesus." And in the context of the zgony of our
own day we may add, "There is neither black nor
white, neither red nor yellow." We are all one!
Nothing is more detrimental to the fulfillment
of the ultimate purpose of God than the false
assumption that Jesus is a white man's savior and
that the faith once delivered is an export product
of western culture. We must constantly stifle the
vagrant thought left over from our carnal yesterdays that men are saved by our sacrifice rather
than by his. The church is not the dispenser of
grace but the recipient of it. We do not take Christ
to the world for he came to it before we did. We
can only point to him and his greatness while
resisting the ever-present temptation to point to
ourselves.

We will never destroy prejudice by delivering
diatribes against it from the pulpit. Ignorance is
eliminated by teaching and not by sermonizing.
And education in both grace and knowledge of the
truth is the antidote for all of our prejudices. Ben
Hecht, in "A Guide for the tsedeviled" made the
Stâterrent: "Prejudice is a raft onto which the
shipwrecked mind clambers and paddles to safety."
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And Charlotte Brontë, in her novel Jane Eyre
wrote, "Prejudices, it is well known, are most
difficult to eradicate from the heart whose soil has
never been loosened or fertilized by education;
they grow there firm as weeds among stones."
Jesus deliberately moved into a world filled with
selfishness and seething with prejudice. And he
moved through that world challenging its smugness
and status symbols. His parables were like dynamite to entrenched greed, and like piercing darts
driven deep into the fat under-belly of social
tyranny and inequality. In view of this it is to our
shame that those who lead in the fight for justice
and equality before the law are frequently outside
the pale of discipleship, driven by a sense of
humanitarian concern rather than of reverence for
his will "who made of one blood all nations of
men." Our love should be as deep as the love of
God, our mercy should be as wide as the mercy
of God, our grace should be as broad as the grace
of God.

e chain him with

our

sectariansim, We are the heirs of a noble ideal. The
historical movement which gave us being was born
in the hearts of devout men, most of them within
the Presbyterian background, who could no longer
tolerate the toils of partisan bondage. They were,

to quote the words of one of them, "awâre from
sad experience, of the heinous nature and perni-

cious tendency of religious controversy among
Christians; tired and sick of the bitter jarrings and
janglings of a party spirit." As a result of this
feeling they inaugurated what another of them
called "a project to unite the sects, or rather, the
Christians in all of the sects."
Their earnest attempt was frequently met with
scoffing and jeers. Boorish roughs in frontier
settlements sometimes sought to break up their
upon
gatherings. .Violence rear,e! its u.gly
^head
some occâstons, and hardship and suffering were
the daily lot of those who sought to propagate the
idea that men could be Christians only without
allowing themselves to be herded and driven into
exclusivistic corrals or branded with a mark of
allegiance to a sect or faction.
The dream was magnificent. The vision was
glorious. But Satan is always lurking in the purple
shadows, ready to move in and divert any reform
into another sect, and to betray its adherents into
becoming more intolerant than those whom they
vainly sought to reform. That we are not altogether
free from the nauseating taint of the party spirit,
JULY,1975

which is a work of the flesh, is evident "at sundry
times and in diverse manners." Although we may
feel that we have fled from Babylon and rerurned
to Jerusalem, the years of bondage have left their
mark upon us, and we still unthinkingly use "the
speech of Ashdod" which we brought with us from
the land of spiritual exile.
I still go to meetings where men arise during
open forums to ask, "How do you find the attitude
of 'your brethren' as compared to that of 'our
brethren'?" Regardless of the attitude of anyone
else, the attitude of such a questioner is sectarian.
Like Peter on the morning before the crucifixion,
his speech betrays him. So long as we think in
terms of "our brethren" and "your brethren" we
are still infected with the virus of sectarianism. The
family of God is not divided into ours and yours,
but it is one, and it is his!
The Jews forgot that they belonged to God and
concluded that God belonged to them. The result
was a selfish spirit of superiority which severed
them from the desperate agony of a world dying in
need of their witness of God. Instead of acting as
leaven to the masses of mankind they spent
precious time quarrelling and bickering over political and theological points of view, until they were
splintered and fragmented into all types of sects by
the time "the Word was made flesh and dwelt
among men." It is significant that he allied himself
with no Jewish party and wore no sectarian label.
We must never lose sight of the danger of hiding
ourselves from the very world we are called upon
to penetrate with our wirness. It we build walls to
shelter us from contact with those who are outside,
it is those behind the walls and nor those outside
them who are the prisoners. One of the tragedies of
our day is that we have allowed fear to drive us
into seclusion where we have no contact with
others who believe in the one Lord. Our buildings
become monasteries and retreats, and we resign
ourselves to holding the fort instead of storming it.
It is time for us to rise above the provincial
thinking which is evident in so many areas and to
recapture the concept of the body of Christ. That
body is greater than any partf , sect or segment,
and greater than all of them taken together. It is
mightier than any movemenr within it and that
includes the restoration movement. Thomas Campbell did not restore the church. It had never ceased
to exist. Just as there has never been a time since
the original creation that the breath of life has not
flowed in and out of the nostrils of man, so there
has not been a time since the new creation when
the body of Christ has nor been pulsaring with the
life of the spirit. A body cannor die as long as its
head is alive!
Jesus has never been a head
JULY, 1975

without

a member, a

shepherd without a sheep, a king without a subject,

or a teacher without a disciple. It is true that if
some of these were with us now we would not
receive them and would no doubt disown them,
but that is proof of our own sectarianism and not
of theirs. It still remains true that "The Lord
knoweth them that are his." I am persuaded that
God has children upon this earth who never heard
of Alexander Campbell. The term "restoration
movement" would strike no responsive chord in
their hearts. We are not joined to Jesus because we
are in the restoration movement but because we
are in the body of which he is the head. In the
restoration movement I can serve the body of
Christ, but the body of Christ need nor serve in the
restoration movement.
Restoration movements come and go! They rise
and wane! They flourish and disappear! But the
community of the redeemed ones goes on forever.
The gates of hell shall not prevail against it. If we
allow this restorâtion movement to fail in uniting
the Christians among the sects, if we fall out by the
way and end up as quarrelsome sects, God can
wipe us off the map and starr another historical
movement. He is not out of Presbyterians yet! If
we decline our destiny and prostitute our purpose
we can be lost among the welter of multiplying
sects, but God's purpose will still triumph. He will
bring forth judgment unto victory! He will not fail,
nor fail his will!
From our fortunate stance, two-thousand years
this side of the invasion of the earth by the Prince
of peace, we can glance retrospectively upon the
ancient Greeks and their myths and fantasies, with
a smile of condescension. We can feel a sense of
compassion for brilliant philosophers who engaged
in reciting tales in the market-place of a god
chained to a rocky promontory because of his love

for mankind. And as we read dramatic poems
about the agony of Prometheus struggling to be

free, we can be smug in our knowledge that a god
cannot be chained.
But let us not be too smug and forget that the
apostle to the Gentiles wrote that men can hold
back or restrain the truth by their unrighteousness.
Jesus left the ecstacy of glory to share the agony
of our suffering. He came into the stinking and
wretched slave quarters where the lash of the
taskmaster of sin lacerated our souls. He unlocked
the clanking chains clamped on our hearts, and set
us free. I plead with you now to liberate him from
the fetters we may fasten upon him within our
factional walls. Roll away the stone from the door
of our parties which we have transformed into
sepulchers and let the living Lord come forth. Let
the world hear again those reassuring words, "lt is
I! Be not afraid!"
,fæN
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PntUtO Roseberry, five years an inner city minister recalled the times they had spent discussing Dietin East New York in the Camp Shiloh program and rich Bonhoeffers Cost of Disciplesbip, especially
author of "A Skinny White Christian Moves to the the phrase, "When Christ calls a man, he bids him
Ghetto" (Mission, June, 1975, p. 347), was shot come and die."
and killed around midnight, June 30, while carry- The songs which we sang were also an expression
ing out some of his normal job functions in of Phil's life and faith: "O Lord, Our Lord," "O
Brooklyn. Those responsible for his death are Love That Will Not Let Me Go," "Where Cross the
Crowded Ways of Life," "Seek Ye First the
unknown, as is the motive for it.
Phil was born on May 24, 1948 anð died in his Kingdom of God," "There Is A Balm In Gilead,"
27th year. He is survived by his wife Donna, who is "Oh Freedom," "l Am The Resurrection," and
seven months pregnant with their first child; his "Would You Be Poured Out." Perhaps this last
parents; and two sisters, one of whom is a summer song gets at the heart of the matter:
worker in the Shiloh program' He.was uyi;f in
wouldyoubepouredoutlikewineupontbeartarforme?
Ohio on .July and a memorial service w¿s he.ld on
w;;1; y"" be broken like bread to J-eed tbe bungry?
-3
the evening of July 4 at Camp Shiloh in Mendham ,
would you be so one in me tbat I may do just al iøill?
New

Jersey.

Would'you be light and life and loue, my word fulfill?

Phil was a l97O graduate of David Lipscomb Yes! I'lt be poured out like uine upon tbe altar for you.
College in Nashville, Tennessee. He was in the
I'll be broken like bread to feed the bungry.
process of completing a Master's degree in counsel- I'll be so one in you thãt )/ou may do just øs you uill.
ling at lona College in New York. But above all else I'll be light and life and loz;e, your uord fulfill,
he was committed to the ministry of Jesus Christ Those who knew and worked with phil reflected
in New York City'
on his life and ministry, which were one and the
The memorial service at Camp Shiloh was â same thing. One fellow worker recalled with humor
tribute to the way Phil lived and died as a Christian the first time he ever saw Phil. "He was on â
witness, in the truest meaning of that word. It was cafeteria table top at David Lipscomb College
a quiet gathering of friends and fellow ministers preaching a sermon on the dangers of Eskimos
whò sang, prayed, read and reflected on tife moving into your neighborhood or going to school
together as Christian disciples committed to bring- with you. 'Surely you wouldn't want your
ing the presence of Christ into a broken and daughter to marry one; their children might turn
alienated world. I would say the service was out to be blue,' Phil had mused." He then went on
incarnational and confessional, much in the same to point out that for Phil every person's life was
divinely important.
sense as was Phil's life.
'fhe executive director at Shiloh said that he had
I ne scrrptures were reao, lncluorng passages r
from psarm 3e, Romans 12 and rpr,.ii"ü"ii"e llh:",1J.,'.:liJä'''^l'f ?iTiH.til.i*.ti:,';,'"1:
poem written by a woman in Brooklyn who had ;""", - "
after he began,.l:
òbserved and béen influenced by the .i;;;;;y';i lil"o..":t""
i::: Í-'^:Ït:n
_

phrr was read.-r'wo thoughts were read

phil's "children"

in

;i
;;';"J;

r';;",*"

P:::f:"n::i119.:t-'i1 '^i.Ï-;^Ï'^1n:,l"iT'

?;:i"t:"1'":::I^t:?:::jin^lf

Brooktyn which
l,'j i,iqnt^1'T
recalled' Pnrl Decame nrs neart because
published last year in "The bospel According to l-tlit]I:,nt
pegple' He closed
ti'gh
the children of Shiloh." one ,"i¿, "làIå,
L¡¡."¡r\ l:
T: $y::-t-ou:,:th"
'¡s' ;rï";;
his comments
by
saying, "We could never put Phil
,
I
you lor glvrng llle ano lor taKlng llle away. for .,,,
"i.
i,'., believe.we've^*:^t:lf:-,.
in a box-and I don't
now I unãerständ that you give rife, r",îäí.rv iå
and Phil Roseberry have given themselves
, ."-^;^1, ": Donna
De llveo, Dut tor a reason. l\no t unoerstancl tnat
.t
you rake life, not in anger,
:1^11' ï:i'::I^-"f^:j*:::
a ' but, ror ' ' , soods.
not even adequate lnsurance.":.:,1Thl{
Shllon ls
'^,
I nânK vou
lor
ølvlns
reason
and
to
tne
r -- - -- o-'---Þ
r -'-r
'".,^'"
---- nurDose
a
special
fund
of
Donna's
to
meet
some
øathering
-," other ":_:_"_ ,
lives of those who serve your will." The
, : yetto be born
child.
. .
simply said, "God can shakå your world. God can l,tt::.it:^Tt^::::1.::'1lt'
'
heri iut atl the pieces togetheí
;:,.'åi'r,'H:io';lå, K".i
Two writers who had had a greàt influence on Jersey 07945 and mark it for the Roseberry fund.
Phil's life were also recalled and read. One of Phil's In Memoriam: Phillip Roseberry, a fallen soldier
fellow ministers recalled the influence C. S. Lewis who lived and died by the cross and whose witness
had on Phil and read from "The Last Battle" from continues to live on.
Lewis' Chronicles of Narnia. And Phil's editor
VICTOR L. HUNTER
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(MOTIVES, Continued from Page 15)
Perhaps you remember: the story is of a cherub
who brings a rough, wooden box-his most valued,
his only possession-to the heavenly celebration of
the birth of Christ on earth. His jubilation at giving
his treasure in love turns to humiliation as he lays
the box among the gifts of gold and myrrh. He
begins to doubt that he once prized that old box;
he realizes how inappropriate a gift it is-surely he
has blasphemed even to think of its pleasing the
Christ-child. But as he begins to weep in bitterness
and despair, God chooses just that incongruous gift
to become the Bethlehem star, the herald of
Christ's birth.
The story appealingly reminds us that God
values the simplicity of offering the life that is
uniquely our own, the gift that best represents the
earth-situation of our existence to the baby, or
risen, Jesus. God is pleased by the spirit that takes
on the refined shape of that talent; and we may be
assured that this reflection of our time, space, and
personality adds richness to the gifts being heaped
before him.
For many of God's children, the story is a
poignant narrative of their Christian experience.
They share the cherub's delight in and love for
their gift. Their hearts skip along with his on
clouds, as it were, of love at the realization: tbis is
the gift I will bring to the baby (risen) Jesus.
Glory, joy, love enwrap that gift for God! They
may even share the cherub's bitter tears and doubt
when they realize the incongruity of their gifts
among the more acceptable ones being offered.
There the analogy ends.
For these Christian women, the moment of
bitter realization becomes a lifetime, and there is
no story book ending. Some of God's children
must live with the knowledge that their gifts-the
most authentic expression of their personhood-are
unfit for the adoration of their Father. They must
bear the charge that they blaspheme when they
long to include their offerings with those being
presented publicly to the risen Lord. They must
pray in loneliness, knowing that even their bitter
tears merit scorn.
As children, they are taught to express grarirude
to God for blessing them so generously with
talents; but when they become adults their previous
teaching seems to have been elaborate preparation
for a merciless practical joke-.to be played on
tbem. So long as they continue to want to use their
capabilities for God in public worship and teaching, their lives will be a cruel mockery. It is not yet
clear whether they can hope for earthly comfort,
for acceptance; it is not yet certain that their
brothers and sisters in the church can learn to
reflect the love of the Star of Bethlehem, in whose
light we truly are all one.

,m\
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(AGENDA, Continued from Page 9)
its proclamation. We may be inspired by mountaintop experiences in small groups; but we will not
become an historical force except as we are joined
to the larger body.

FROM PEOPLE TO WORDS

All of which brings us back to our beginning point:
Mission must be clothed with words that give life
to the body. Here is a call to the reader/writer. We
have been called by the \{ord to be Christ's body
in the world. What in the world is the body doing
where you are? Of what use, as a member of thè
body or as one who has a lover's quarrel with it,
can you be to the body? Tbat, a.ccording to Paul, is
to be the beneficiary of our gifts. What can be said
to help the body grow out of infancy or adolescence? How can it come to grips with the
interpretation of its scripture in a way which is
liberating, as Christ intended, yet faithful to its
inspired writers? And how should Resrorarion
churches define themselves in relation ro other
believers?
Can you shed light on the continuing problem of
faith and culture? How are we to relate to a society
which threatens us with its secularisms, yet inspires
us with its arts, serves us with its technology, and

cements us together with its family and governmental structures? How can we, whose culture is so
different from that of the early church, still share
its faith and its indomitable spirit?
And in what terms can an affluent church
preach faith and works before the fact that 12,000
people a day are starving? Do you have lapses of
faith which need to be brought ro rhe atrenrion of
believers who may treat faith too glibly? Or can
you offer inspiration for these days by sharing with
us excerpts from your devotional life, or that of
the community where you worship?
The point here is that we musr deal with such
issues as apparel worn by real people, the people of
God. They are ideas begging for a body. The
unattached diatribe mly be a necessary goad.
Ultimately, however, enduring problems are best
dealt with by body-members who openly affirm a
covenant of attachment-to the world, to their
head, and to other members. Severed from the
body, we may twitch frantically enough ro srimulate short-lived excitement. But joined, even our
pain can become body{anguage, sensitizing it and
adjusting its movements.
For who, alone, is sufficient for these things?
Certainly not a single member, nor editor, nor
journal. But perhaps a singular people, enfleshing
God's spirit, can provide a garment here and there.

/tæl\
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

In no way intended to be exhaustive, the books included in
this annotated bibliography were
chosen to cover a wide range of
thought and purpose. They deal
with the ideology of the
Women's Liberation Movement,
opposition to the Movement,
Christian perspectives of the
Movement, the history of women
and the feminist thrust, the lives
of individual women, women in
education and careers, discrimination, the spiritual and emotional growth of women, the
marriage relationship.
Andelin, Helen B. Fascinating Womønhood. Santa Barbara, California:
Pacific Press, 19ó3. This book presents âs desirable a view of a Christian women as manipulative, deceit-

ful and childish. It

proposes to

teach a woman "the art of getting
what she wants, without causing a

marital stir" and affirms that "if a
man does not love with heart and

soul, it is entirely the

woman's

fault.' '

Beard, Mary. Women as a Force in

History. New York: The Macmillan

Company, 1946. Among other
things the writer gives an objective
view of some of the possible results
of ERA.
Bird, Caroline. Born Female. New
York: David McKay Co., 19ó8. A
discussion of discrimination as it
relates to the very fact of being
female.

Chafe, William H. The Ameñcan Woman. London: Oxford University

Press, 1972. "Combines rigorous
scholarship of the historian with
sociological sensitivity and superb

writing" and includes carefully documented information in very readable form.
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Dector, Midge. Tbe New Cbastity and
Otber Arguments Against Women's
Liberation. New York: Berkley Publishing Corp., 7972. It is an attack
but a good anthology too. Every
variant of the liberationist position
is included.

of being that is equal to all

the

questions, demands, relationships,
and responsibilities of life. But what
is the nature of this power?"
Hunt, Gladys. Ms. Means Myself. New
York: Bantam Books, I972.

Edwards, Lee R., et al., eds. Woman:
An Issue. Boston: Little Brown &

Janeway, Elizabeth. Man's World,
Woman's Place. New York: Dell
Publishing Co., 1971. This is a

this

balanced, reasoned and calm explo-

collection include the public world

ration of woman's place and the

Co., 1972. The works in

of politics and history, and the
private world of memory, psychology, and meditation.
Flexner, Eleanor. Centuryl of S*uggle.
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1959. Deals with struggles of women in education, changing legal status and politics.
Furness, W. Todd and Patricia Graham, eds. Women in Hìgber Educa¿ioz. Washington, D. C.: American
Council on Education,I974. Papers
presented at the 1972 Annu¿l Meet-

ing of the American Council on
Education that establish the ideological bases

of

issues related to

women as members of the academic
community and suggest practical

steps

that can turn theory

into

Practice.

in Churcb
and Society, Nashville: Abingdon

Harkness, Georgia. Women
Press, 1972.

Helman, Patricia Kennedy. Free To Be

a

Wontan. Garden City, N.Y.: Dou-

bleday & Company., Inc., 1971. "A
poised approach to the serious question of women's role in a complex
modern world."

Howard, Jane. A Different Woman.
New York: Avon Books, 1973.
Howe, Reuel . The Creatiae Years. New
York: The Seabury Press, 1959.

"We are all looking for a way of
becoming persons, a rva1, of finding
ourselves and of achieving a sense of

self that is unpretentious and authentic. We are looking for a power

social mythology that undergirds it.

The discussion of the meanings of
social mythology are a bit "heavy."
Mace, David. The Cbristian Response
to tbe Sexual Reaolution. Nashville:
Abingdon Press, 1970. Mace is one
of the very committed, qualified
and sensible writers about marriage
and sex. "l wanted to focus atten-

tion on the task of the Church
today in confronting the Sexual
Revolution, and to de¿l with this
clearly and emphatically." I-Ie deals

with sex in the Bible, in Christiar.r
traditio.n, and the contemporary
changes in focus.

Mace, David and Vera Mace. Marriage
East and I,/¿s¿. Garden City, New
York: Doubleday & Co., Inc., 1959.
". . . detailed examinatiolr of the
marriage relationship in Asia as it
was traditionally, as

it

is now,

a:rd

as it compares with mores and
marriage pâtterns in the West."

Millett, Kate. Sexual Politics. Garden
City, New York: Doubleday & Co.,
I97O. A radical feminist, Ms. Millett

thât "the relationship between the sexes is and always has
been a political one-a continuing
power struggle in which women are
sometimes idolized, other times paâsserts

tronized, always exploited.

"

Mitchell, Ju,lier. Woman's Estate, New
York: Random House, 1973. An
extremell' radical and militant yieyi'
that ties the feminist movement to
anarchy, Marxism and "brave new

world."

(Continued on Page 24)
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Expanded and challenged . .

.

The enclosed check is to cover
one one-year subscription of
Mission to the enclosed address
and the balance is to be used to
help meet the magazine's financial needs.
I began reading every page

of
Mission when you switched to
the bigger format. Since then I
have been inspired, expanded,
challenged and emotionally
moved by the past issues! Such
issues as the one devoted to

Küng where I met a Jesuscentered man that I would have
thought to be a Jesus'-mothercentered man-the issue that
challenged our scholars presented

forms of biblical interpretation
that I had never considered before-the airing of the blackwhite situation in our community wâs emotionally moving
because the Memphis story is my

story (l lived thirty miles south
Memphis)-and the issue on
death forced me to rationally
consider my own demise and
start living like I am dying!
With this check we want to
say thanks-we are prayerfully
supporting your ministry and we
wanted to express our gratitude,

of

shall we say, concretely!

Sychar had behaved in the
manner of many of my brethren
today, they would never have
known the Messiah.
I have grown weary

of being
blamed for everything from
men's lustful thoughts to the
destruction of the family without being allowed to express my
ideas except to my "husband at
home." Most of the men I know
do not even accept the question
of woman's role in the church as
a valid question. They have no
idea what is at stake for the
talented, God-fearing woman.
They seem unaware of the tears

that have been shed in
frustration-frustration

that

the talent with which women are
so richly blessed. What perhaps is
even more frustrating is the number of gospel preachers who tell
me they would have no qualms
about sitting in one of my classes
or of having a womân lead a
prayer of thanks for a meal at a
party but who refuse to express
such thoughts publicly out of
fear of offending someone. I
wonder how long these brethren
will continue to ignore the offense women have been enduring

years due

to

inadequate

study of the scripture.

MARY BETH McCOWN
Guatemala, Central America

Full status...
Hallelujah and Amen! Thanks so
much for the March issue on
women in Christ. I have just
finished reading John 4 and I feel
quite certain that if the men of
JULY,1975

Jonesboro, Tennessee
lmplementing change . . .

I

have read Mission

off

and on

for about four years now. I am
always challenged in my thinkutter ing, and always find myself ask-

comes from not being able to use

for

It is no pleasure to be kept on
that imaginary pedestal preachers
keep talking about and yet be
suspected of corrupting the
wh.ole body if we voice an
opinion or a suggestion at the
wrong time.
Keep encouraging people to
think and study even though ir
may be painful. Agape.
WILMA BUCKNER

I

have not found a place to
stand as Mrs. Holley has, but I

welcome the opportunity to
study the question. I may never
feel that a womân can preach or
be an elder for I cannot ignore
the familiar scriprures that concern these things. I do feel it is
time women were given full
status as servants to their Lord.

ing if you are right or not.

I have reached a crisis in my
own life and ministry after your
January, 1975 issue. Norman
Parks raises some disturbing
problems with the present structure of the eldership in present
day Churches of Christ. I feel in
general agreement biblically with
what he said, but the problem is,
"where do we go from here?" I
am a 24-year-old youth minister-committed to the ministry
and to the church and to further
restoration of the New Testament order. Obviously, our view
of the eldership needs revision in
order to be restored to the New
Testament standards.

The problem is, and my crisis
is, what do I do? You raise questions, offer alternative structures,
but give no direction in implementing the change. I would like
to see a few articles on what a
2*year-old youth minister (or
anyone else) can do about these
situations.
(Continued on Page 24)
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FORUM Continued

I admire your courage. You
point out many problems; but
you offer few solutions. That's

why I need help. I concur with
your list of problems. I now ask
for help. I would like to see some
candles lit, in addition to all the
cursing of the darkness.

RANDY MAYEUX
Inglewood, California
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